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Undefeated
A Jesuit Dallas football coach
is back in the game after
knee surgery.

Dreams
delivered
daily
Medical City hospitals offer
choices that cherish and protect
moms and babies.

Break down
the walls
Brian Cuban: The personal
reasons he took Mental
Health First Aid training.

INSIDE

City
shorts
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Best Place to Have
a Baby: the sequel

Game on!
Coach Don Woods of Jesuit Dallas defeated
joint pain with a double knee replacement.

Mental Health
First Aid
It’s like CPR for mental
health and it can save
lives.
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VOTE for your Medical City hospital
as Best Place to Have a Baby!
MedicalCityHealthcare.com/Baby

Have it all
A natural childbirth
experience with the
peace of mind of a
hospital.
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Dream deliveries
Six moms share what it
was like giving birth
during COVID-19.

Please note: Some images
were taken prior to COVID-19.
Our facilities currently
maintain strict standards
while following updated
guidance from the Centers
for Disease Control and
Prevention on universal
masking, isolating COVID-19
patients, enhanced
screening and virtual
visitation. Learn more:
MedicalCityHealthcare.com/
COVID-19.

Make-and-eat snacks for kids
H I G H - F I, N OT S C I - F I

11
Safe and
necessary
Why you should never
delay emergency or
life-changing medical
care.

Medical City Healthcare nurses and nurse
residents get futuristic training, practicing
their clinical skills on high-fidelity, interac
tive manikins.

It’s a healthy snack. It’s a skills-building craft project. It’s both!
Make snack time fun for kids (and give yourself a break!) with
healthy treats designed to be safe and simple for little hands to
make. Find more recipes at kids-teaching-kids.com—home of
Medical City Children’s Hospital’s award-winning kids teaching
kids® program.

See page 14.

APPLE HERO OATS
Makes 2 servings.

Next time you’re online, look for us.

Health tips
Inspiring patient stories

Safety tips
Hospital updates

Also be sure to visit us at MedicalCityHealthcare.com.
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For the second year in a row, Medical City Plano
was voted Best Place to Have a Baby by readers
of DFWChild’s Collin County edition, CollinChild.
Readers chose Medical City Plano as the Best
Place to Have a Baby, in part, because of the
luxurious postpartum suites.
According to the February 2020 CollinChild
article, “Moms trust Medical City Plano on the
big day for its plethora of amenities, services
and on-site Level III NICU, should little ones
need extra care after being born. In-room ameni
ties include adjustable lighting, Spotify access,
memory-foam beds, a kitchenette and a lounge
area—after baby arrives, you might not want to
leave. The hospital boasts a newborn nursery
and photography services. Plus, to ensure every
measure of safety, the labor and delivery nurses
hold several lifesaving certifications.”

TAKE CARE is published as a community service for the friends and patrons of
Medical City Healthcare. Information in TAKE CARE comes from a wide range of
medical experts. Models may be used in photos and illustrations. If you have any
concerns or questions about specific content that may affect your health, please
contact your healthcare provider.
Erol R. Akdamar
FACHE
President

Kathleen
Beathard
Vice President,
Strategic
Communications

Janet St. James
Asst. Vice
President,
Strategic
Communications

Becky Frusher
Content
Specialist,
Strategic
Communications

Ingredients
¼ cup dried apricot, no
added sugar
½ tablespoon dry oats
1
small apple
1½ tablespoons creamy
peanut butter

Directions
> CHOP dried apricot into small
pieces with a plastic knife.
> MIX apricots and dry oats in a
small bowl; set aside.
> SLICE apple using an apple slicer.
> SPREAD peanut butter equally on
apple slices.
> PRESS the apricot-oat mixture on
top of the peanut butter apples.

Nutrition information
Serving size: ½ apple.
Amount per serving: 160 cal
ories, 6g fat (1g saturated
fat), 13g carbohydrates,
4g fiber
Recipe created by Jabez Odom and
Anthony Triana at Birdville Center of
Technology and Advanced Learning,
Birdville ISD.

2020 © Coffey Communications, Inc. All rights reserved.

MedicalCityHealthcare.com
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Behavioral
health

Numbers to know
ABOUT MENTAL ILLNESS
Chances are you know someone
with a mental illness. Millions of
people—children and adults—in
the U.S. experience mental illness
each year. Yet many are not get
ting the mental health treatment
they need.

IN THE U.S.,
1 IN 5 ADULTS
LIVES WITH A MENTAL
HEALTH ISSUE.

WHAT IS

MENTAL HEALTH
FIRST AID ?
IF YOU’VE EVER TAKEN A CPR CLASS, you know that
cardiovascular pulmonary resuscitation is a first-aid staple

Nearly

taught to teen babysitters and lifeguards; to parents in hospital

1 in 5

baby care classes; and in schools, businesses and workplaces

ADULTS

across the country. CPR saves lives. According to the Red

1 in 6

Suicide

YOUTH*

IS THE

HAS A
MENTAL
ILLNESS

2ND
LEADING
cause of
death among
people 10 to
34 years old.

Only about

43% OF ADULTS
51% OF YOUTH
with a mental illness received
treatment in 2018.

Cross, bystander CPR can significantly increase the chance
of surviving a life-threatening event such as a heart attack.

CPR for the brain
That’s the idea behind the North Texas Mental Health First Aid
10,000 Lives Initiative, with the goal of training 10,000 North
Texans in Mental Health First Aid by the end of 2020.
In the U.S., 1 in 5 adults lives with a mental health issue,
according to the National Institute of Mental Health, but most
don’t seek professional help. Like CPR, Mental Health First
Aid (MHFA) helps teach the public to recognize and respond
appropriately to someone who might be having a mental
health crisis. This training may be even more important during
COVID-19, when stress and anxiety compound already existing
mental health challenges.

An estimated

19%

OF ADULTS
HAVE AN

ANXIET Y DISORDER
It is the most common type
of mental illness.

*(6 to 17 years old)
Source: National Alliance on Mental Illness
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Sherry Cusumano, who oversees Medical City Healthcare’s
MHFA efforts, shares a laugh with addiction recovery advocate
Brian Cuban.

Among those who eventually get help, the average delay
between the onset of symptoms and treatment is 11 years, according to the National Alliance on Mental Illness (NAMI).
Sherry Cusumano, Director of Community Education
and Clinical Development at Medical City Green Oaks
Hospital and president of the North Texas Affiliate of NAMI,
says this delay is a huge problem.
“Even those with the most severe mental health issues, if
you intervene with appropriate therapies, could go on to have
a career, a family life,” she says. “Without treatment, skills and
connections can become lost. Early intervention is a form of
prevention.”

Training to make a difference
Sherry heads up Medical City Healthcare’s MHFA efforts
in collaboration with other healthcare providers and the
initiative’s North Texas organizer, the DFW Hospital Council
Foundation. Medical City is one of the organizations that
has participated in hosting Mental Health First Aid classes
for teachers, school nurses, people who work with at-risk
populations and many others.
“We hope to see class participants share what they’ve
learned and get others interested in taking the class,” says
Sherry, who is an MHFA instructor. “It’s such a worthwhile
program that is really making a difference.”

SIGN UP TODAY. Learn more and find a class at
MentalHealthFirstAid.org.

Tele-psychiatry
services
Medical City Green Oaks
Hospital began offering tele
psychiatry services as a way to
help patients following stay-at
home recommendations during
COVID-19. Remote mental health
solutions are available to new
and existing patients. Clinical
staff will guide you through
each step of the process, and
most major insurance plans are
accepted. Behavioral health ser
vices include:
> Psychiatry
> Counseling
> Chemical dependency
> Day treatment and partial
hospitalization
> WorkReturns program
> Adolescent outpatient program
> Electroconvulsive therapy

MAKE THE CALL. Call Medical
City Green Oaks Hospital at
972-991-9504 to learn more.

MedicalCityHealthcare.com
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Behavioral
health

HELP FOR
CHALLENGING
TIMES. Watch “7 Tips
for Addiction Recovery
During the Pandemic” at
MedicalCityHealthcare
.com/TakeCare.

City
shorts

Gratitude.
#WearAMask

NO
RECOVERY
WITHOUT

COMMUNITY

THE FIRST TIME BRIAN CUBAN WAS DRAGGED—KICKING
AND SCREAMING—to Medical City Green Oaks Hospital, it was
courtesy of his brothers, Mark and Jeff. It didn’t stick. He resolved to become better at hiding the eating disorder and substance abuse issues he’d
kept from them for decades.
Two years later, Brian was
back and finally ready to admit he
needed help. Since that day in April
2007, Brian has been in long-term
recovery from alcohol and cocaine
addiction and bulimia. He credits
his brothers with saving his life.
“There is no recovery without
community,” he says. It’s why he’s
passionate about the Mental Health
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First Aid (MHFA) program,
which teaches participants how to
identify, understand and respond
to signs of mental health and
substance use disorders.

My family was my MHFA
“Before the MHFA program
existed, my mental health first aid
was my family,” Brian says. “I’m

aware of the privilege of having
a family, of having resources, because many people don’t. Without
my brothers, I wouldn’t be here today. MHFA creates a community
of people—a family—for people
who may not have one.”
Brian took the MHFA class,
he says, to find out “what I didn’t
know that I didn’t know.”
As an attorney and author,
Brian regularly speaks to lawyers
and other groups about his mental and behavioral health issues.
However, he was unsure how to
relate to people with problems
different from his own.

Breaking down walls
“MHFA teaches people how to
talk about things they may be
uncomfortable with,” Brian says.
“I knew very little about mental
health issues such as schizophrenia and bipolar disorder. Without an understanding of what
someone is going through, you
create walls that pain and emotion can’t get through. The class
gives people the tools they need to
break down the walls.”
Brian is grateful for every opportunity to help someone struggling with their mental health.
“Part of helping people who have
nowhere else to go is stepping outside your comfort zone,” he says.
“It’s so easy to stay in your wheelhouse. But then all these people
would fall through the cracks.”

Letter from the president

Thank you, North Texas
As COVID-19 spread around the world and reached North Texas, I
witnessed the extraordinary efforts of our Medical City Healthcare
colleagues and other healthcare systems coming together to
provide the best care possible to support our communities. In turn,
our communities responded in extraordinary ways. We have been
overwhelmed by the generosity of North Texans who have fed us,
prayed for us and encouraged us in countless ways.
As we continue to battle the coronavirus and other infectious
diseases that we are well-prepared to treat on a daily basis, we of
fer our heartfelt thanks to those who have provided—and continue
to provide—incredible support to our healthcare heroes. Your in
spiring energy and kindness reaffirm that, together, we can spread
what this virus never intended: gratitude, hope and compassion.
With gratitude,
Erol Akdamar, FACHE
President, Medical City Healthcare

According to the CDC,
wearing a face mask may
help prevent the spread of
COVID-19, especially when
social distancing measures
are difficult to maintain. The
CDC recommends wearing a
cloth face covering that:
> Is made from multiple lay
ers of breathable fabric
> Covers your nose and
mouth
> Fits snugly against the
sides of your face
> Is secured with ties or
ear loops
> Can be washed and dried
without losing shape

WHY MASK UP? Chief
Medical Officer Miguel
Benet, MD, explains why you
should wear a mask at
MedicalCityHealthcare.com/
TakeCare.

Ready to help you recover
Medical City McKinney’s new 65,000-square-foot
Rehabilitation and Behavioral Health Pavilion provides
patients with a safe, serene and comfortable environment
that promotes recovery. Physical therapy and treatment
for mental illness and chemical dependency focuses on
relationships and partnering with patients to rebuild and
repair their lives.

GET HELP TODAY. Learn more at
MedicalCityMcKinney.com.

MedicalCityHealthcare.com
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care

EXPERIENCE

NATURAL CHILDBIRTH
IN A HOSPITAL
MORE THAN 90% of pregnant women choose to
have their babies in a hospital. It’s the safest option
for childbirth, according to the American College of

Best of both worlds: The natural birthing suite at Medical City Alliance offers the comforts of home with the hospital
just steps outside the door.

Obstetricians and Gynecologists. These days, women
can have it all—a natural childbirth experience with
the peace of mind of a hospital birth.
Jordan Bowden was blissfully pleased to discover
these choices and amenities when she checked in
to Medical City Arlington at 38 weeks pregnant.
While the first-time mom was undergoing testing for
a splitting headache, she went into labor—resulting in
an extended hospital stay.
Jordan’s caregivers learned that her go-to home
stress relief was a warm bath. When they showed her
the hospital’s new labor tub, she was all in.
“The labor tub can change the entire dynamic of
what you are going through,” says Jordan. “It’s very
therapeutic and helped me relax and keep my blood
pressure down. Being in the water felt like a baptism.”
For a more natural childbirth experience, look for
a hospital with these options:

Doulas
Doulas are trained professionals who provide
physical, emotional and informational support to
moms before, during and shortly after childbirth.
Incorporating a doula into your birth plan can
provide the best of both worlds. During limited

" The labor tub can change
the entire dynamic of
what you are going through. "
—Jordan Bowden
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TAKE A
TOUR. Watch
maternity video tours at
WeDeliverDreams.com.

visitation, a doula can be your support person. Or, talk to
your doula about connecting virtually while you’re in the
hospital.

WE

Freedom to move
Part of the safety of a hospital birth comes from the continuous monitoring of the baby’s heart rate during labor—with
any changes alerting staff to potential problems. Being hooked
up to a traditional fetal monitor typically means mom has to
stay in bed. With wireless fetal monitoring, mom can move
about. Bonus: Walking can help promote labor.

Natural pain relief
More than 50% of women have an epidural during childbirth,
but you may also want to consider these natural options:
> Aromatherapy or essential oils
> Hydrotherapy or labor tubs
> Nitrous oxide

DREAMS

The natural choice
for moms and babies
Medical City hospitals offer these
choices and more:
Luxurious natural birthing suites
Music and lighting options

Birth/peanut balls
Birth balls can help stretch
tight back muscles and
allow a partner or doula to
rub your back while gravity moves your baby into
the birthing canal. Peanut
balls can help promote
dilation and position the
baby for a more favorable
delivery. According to
Lamaze.org, peanut balls
may help shorten labor.

deliver

Rooming-in for baby and partner
Cord cutting and baby catching

HAVING A BALL
To learn how Medical
City hospitals use
peanut balls to help
moms during labor,
watch a video at
MedicalCityHealthcare
.com/TakeCare.

Instant skin-to-skin contact
Gourmet celebratory meal
Breastfeeding classes and support

VIEW LOCATIONS AND
AMENITIES at WeDeliver
Dreams.com. Not all services
are available at all locations and
during enhanced precautions.

MedicalCityHealthcare.com
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Dream deliveries
during COVID-19
These moms-to-be were concerned
about how COVID-19 might affect
their labor and delivery. They happily
learned that at Medical City hospitals, dreams are delivered daily,
and moms and babies are always
cherished and protected.

“Our daughter was
SO disappointed
she couldn’t be
at the hospital
to meet her little
brother, so (nurse)
Jana suggested
we FaceTime Farrah so she could be part of
our sweet baby’s first bath time,” says Cat
Wren. “We are so glad she thought of that,
and Farrah was over the moon. We couldn’t
be more pleased with our entire stay and
would recommend Medical City Lewisville to
everyone.”

“From the time
we walked in the
door at Medical
City Weatherford,
we felt safe,”
says mom Robin
Williams. “We
almost felt safer
inside the hospital
seeing the pre
cautions in place
than we did in the
community.”
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“I had the most incredible
labor experience at Medical
City Las Colinas,” says Lisa
Beyerstein Sadler. “I’m so
grateful for the amazing L&D
nurses and my awesome OB.
It is possible to have a posi
tive natural labor experience in
a hospital setting during the pandemic.”

“Our labor and delivery experi
ence at Medical City Plano
was amazing and totally
exceeded my expectations,”
says Jen Elmore. “We were
extremely uneasy going into
it due to the pandemic and
uncertainty with changes in policies, but those feel
ings dissipated the second we arrived to the hospital. Once I met my nurses, I truly forgot anything
abnormal was going on. I am so happy we delivered
at Medical City Plano!”

“You can go to any hospital
to deliver your baby, but what
makes Medical City Dallas
great is we didn’t have one
nurse, one housekeeper or
anyone that didn’t treat us like
family,” says Cindy Perez.

“Our care while we were at Medical City Arlington
was absolutely amazing. I teared up having to
leave the antepartum and labor and delivery girls.
They treated us like family the entire time,” says
Ashlee Reilly, a high-risk mom of twins.

Keeping patients safe
Don’t delay lifesaving
medical care
In the wake of COVID-19, some
patients with symptoms of
serious conditions such as heart
attack and stroke have avoided
or delayed vital and lifesaving
medical care. Experts emphasize
that it is both necessary and safe
to seek medical care. In fact, it is
more dangerous to your health to
postpone emergency care than it
is to go to the hospital.
There are few places outside of
your own home with as many protections in place to prevent exposure to COVID-19 as Medical City
hospitals. Because hospitals deal
with infectious diseases on a daily
basis, they are uniquely equipped
to safely manage coronavirus.

Safety

When to go to the ER
Signs that you should seek
immediate emergency medical
care include:
> Head injury, loss of con
sciousness or other major
trauma
> Severe abdominal pain
> Signs of a stroke, such as
one-sided weakness or
numbness
> Signs of a heart attack, such
as chest pain

> High fever
> Open fracture (a broken
bone sticking out of the skin)
> Uncontrollable pain or
bleeding
> Breathing problems

SAFETY FIRST. Find out about Medical City Healthcare’s efforts to
keep you safe at MedicalCityHealthcare.com/COVID-19.

Keeping patients safe during surgery
People with scheduled surgeries or procedures may be tempted to
postpone their plans, which could result in additional damage to injured
or diseased body parts and increased pain. Michael Maurer, of Dallas,
shares his pandemic surgery experience.
“This was my first surgery, so I was probably more apprehensive
about having surgery in general than any concerns regarding COVID,” he
says. “I had full confidence in my care team. They are professionals and
I knew that if they felt safe, I should too. My doctor did a great job of
explaining the precautions that the hospital was taking to keep patients
and caregivers safe. I’m now on the road to recovery and looking for
ward to getting back to my golf game.”

SAFETY ALWAYS. Two videos at MedicalCityHealthcare.com/
TakeCare show what patients can expect at a Medical City
hospital before a scheduled procedure or surgery and how the hospital’s
Environmental Services department plays a key role in safety for all.

MedicalCityHealthcare.com
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Orthopedic
care

No longer
sidelined after

KNEE
SURGERY

Official Healthcare System
of the Texas Rangers

" Most people with joint pain

W

HEN DEFENSIVE COORDINATOR
DON WOODS ARRIVED at Jesuit
Dallas, he was riding high as the 2018
National Football Foundation Assis-

tant High School Coach of the Year.
He had just led the Highland Park Scots to UIL
5A State Championships in 2016 and 2017. However,
by the end of the season, he finally had to admit he’d
been benched—by severe osteoarthritis in his knees.
“I was in so much pain,” Coach Woods says. “There
were times when I had to get a golf cart to help me
off the practice field. After the season, I went to the
doctor, and he put up the X-rays and said, ‘Coach, we
need to fix your knees.’”

“Coach Woods also played football at a younger
age,” says Dr. Estrera. “I see a lot of ex-athletes with
severe osteoarthritis that gets neglected for a long
period of time.”

An expert in joint replacement

A common cause of joint pain

“He” is Kenneth Estrera, MD, an orthopedic surgeon at Medical City Frisco and, coincidentally, a
former standout Lake Highlands student who played
football for Coach Woods more than 15 years earlier.
Dr. Estrera saw immediately that his former coach
needed a double knee replacement.

Osteoarthritis—damage to joint cartilage between
bones—is the most common type of arthritis. Common risk factors include aging, joint injury or overuse, excess weight, and genetics.
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) estimates that 23% of American adults—more

PLAYING FOR THE SAME TEAM. Watch Coach Woods and Dr. Estrera talk about how they both
did their part to get Coach back in the game. Go to MedicalCityHealthcare.com/TakeCare.
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than 54 million people—have doctor-diagnosed arthritis. Of those, nearly half are limited in their daily
activities due to their condition. Joint replacement
surgery can provide pain relief and a return to mobility when other treatments have failed.

Back to doing what he loves
Following his successful surgery, Coach Woods is
back on the field.
“A couple of times this season, when something
good has happened, I’ve jumped up in the air and
landed on my new knees,” he says. “I couldn’t be happier with the way my knees feel and the way I’m able
to move. I’m able to keep coaching and doing what I
love.”
Coach Woods is grateful that his former high
school football player turned out to be an orthopedic
expert.

wait too long before doing
something about it. Waiting
can further damage joints,
as well as cause injury to
other parts of the body. If
you’ve tried conservative
treatments, such as rest,
pain medications, heat or
ice, and you’re still in
pain, it’s time to throw
in the towel and see
an orthopedic specialist. "
—Keith Meister, MD
Head Team Physician for the
Texas Rangers and Medical
City Healthcare orthopedic
surgeon

DON’T WAIT TOO LONG. Take the
free Joint Health Assessment at
MedicalCityHealthcare.com/TakeCare.

MedicalCityHealthcare.com
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Quality
care

The FUTURE
of nurse training

Meet Moxi
Patients are at first surprised
and then delighted to meet
Moxi, a friendly, bright-eyed
robot traveling the halls of
Medical City Heart Hospital
and Medical City Spine
Hospital. Moxi helps nurses
with routine tasks, such as
delivering lab samples and
gathering supplies for care
teams.

IS HERE

IT SOUNDS LIKE SOMETHING out of a science
fiction movie, but it’s happening for real at Medical
City Healthcare’s new HCA Healthcare Center
for Clinical Advancement in Frisco. Medical
City Healthcare nurses and nurse residents are
Interactive
manikin

practicing clinical skills on high-fidelity, interactive
manikins that produce breath sounds, heart tones
and palpable pulses, among their many human-like
functions. They even blink and can complain of pain.
Through on-screen displays, nurses can monitor
their plastic patients’ blood pressure, heart rhythms
and other vital signs. These patients are perfectly willing
to undergo procedures such as defibrillation, chest tube
placement, catheter and IV tube insertion, and more.

Leading-edge learning
With the opening of the $4.8 million innovative
patient simulation center, Medical City Healthcare
now provides some of the most advanced training in
the industry. Thousands of nurses have access to this

JOIN OUR TEAM. Learn about a
career with Medical City Healthcare at
MedicalCityHealthcare.com/Careers.

SNEAK PEEK. Take a video tour inside
the HCA Healthcare Center for Clinical
Advancement at MedicalCityHealthcare.com/
TakeCare.

leading-edge learning environment that simulates an
actual healthcare setting.

Physicians and nurses training together
As training participants learn new procedures, refresh existing skills or cross-train for crises such as
COVID-19, instructors observe from special control
rooms. Beyond basic skills, the center provides nurses
the opportunity to learn new techniques, enhance competency in existing skills and develop experience with
rare events.
In some cases, physician residents and nurse residents will learn together in multidisciplinary teams,
strengthening teamwork and communication skills.
“As a result, Medical City Healthcare nurses set the
bar when it comes to providing high-quality, safe and
compassionate patient care,” says Zach Mueller, DNP,
RN, Chief Nursing Executive of Medical City Healthcare.

Image taken at opening event on Feb. 11, 2020.
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Medical City Healthcare
13155 Noel Road, Suite 2000
Dallas, TX 75240

“Without my brothers, I
wouldn’t be here today.”
Read Brian Cuban’s
story on page 6.

Caring for North Texas
Medical City Healthcare is
one of the region’s largest,
most comprehensive
healthcare providers and includes
16 hospitals,
8 off-campus emergency rooms,
4 Medical City Children’s Hospital
pediatric urgent care centers and
the CareNow
urgent care network.
We’re committed to providing
the treatment you need and the
quality care you deserve.
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